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Woodbine Sandstone Dikes
of Northern McLennan County, Texas
By JOHN NAPIER

MONROE*

INTRODUCTION
A review of the literature indicates that elastic dikes, generally
considered curiosities, are common features of many marine shales
and marls. Excepting the Eagle Ford shale, dikes have been found by
the writer in all of the Upper Cretaceous groups of northeastern
Texas. Studies of twenty-one Woodbine dikes in McLennan County
indicate that most of these were formed by the deposition of marine
sediment in tension cracks opened along the sea floor during the time
that an upper sand member of the Pepper formation was deposited.
This hypothesis is based on the presence in the dikes of bedding, as
indicated by horizontally oriented pelecypod valves, shale fragments,
and pieces of lignite. The cracks in which the sand was deposited were
formed by slumping within the Pepper shale, which shows intrastratal crumplings, slip planes, spiral rolls, isolated rolls, and small
elongate blebs of silt within the claystone above and below beds of
siltstone. 1 After the cracks were filled, slumping continued, dikes were
offset by slip planes, and by compression and shear, were contorted in
varying degrees. As a result of this contortion some dikes contain
pelecypod valves oriented parallel to the containing walls. This continued slumping caused the water-saturated
sand to flow into cracks
created thereby and thus to form intrusive dikelets.
DESCRIPTION

OF THE DIKES

Location. The dikes herein described are along Elm Creek, a
tributary of Aquilla Creek, in north-central McLennan County (Fig.
1). Reference to the dikes in the notes below is by numbers indicated
on the map.
Stratigraphic Position. The known elastic dikes in McLennan
County are confined to the Pepper shale, the thinned partial equivalent
of the Woodbine sand of northeast Texas. In the area considered the
Pepper shale is approximately 100 feet thick, unconformably overlies
the Lower Cretaceous Del Rio clay, and is unconformably overlain by
limestones and shales of the Eagle Ford. The presence of ammonites
in the Pepper shale is evidence of marine origin.
*Geologist, Waco, Texas.
'Some of these features have been described by R. W. Fairbridge
84-92).
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Fig. 1. Map of Woodbine sandstone dike area, Elm Creek, northern McLennan County, Texas.
A, index map of Hill and McLennan Counties. B, diagram of dike trends.
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Form and C01nposition. The range and thickness of the known
dikes is between a fraction of an inch and somewhat more than twenty
feet. The dikes are nearly vertical, intersecting the bedding in the
flat-lying country rock approximately at right angles. They trend in
two directions. Of the eleven dikes for which strikes could be determined, three show a northeast trend and eight trend northwest (Fig.
1, inset B).
The sandstone dikes are of well sorted, subrounded, fine, quartz
grains which are generally poorly cemented. In places, however, the
degree of cementation by silica has resulted in a quartzite. The median
diameters of the sands vary from .080 mm. to .102 mm. Coefficients of
sorting vary from 1.08 to 1.15. There is within each dike a continuous
grading upwardly to finer grain sizes (Fig. 2). Like most of the
Pepper formation, the dikes contain some gypsum but no calcium
carbonate, even in the form of fossil shells. The fossils exist as impressions only.
Most of the dikes contain angular shale fragments,
varying
between a fraction of an inch and two inches in length. Generally
these fragments are completely surrounded by sand. Many of the dikes
contain pieces of lignite, some as great as four inches in length.
Bedding, as indicated by horizontal orientation of pelecypod valves,
fragments of shale and lignite, is a prominent structural feature of
some of the larger dikes (Dikes 3 and 5). In some dikes the pelecypod
valves adjacent to the containing walls are parallel to the walls, those
nearer the center of the dike being essentially horizontal (Dikes 1 and
10). In other cases all pelecypod valves are oriented parallel to the
walls (Dikes 6 and 14).
Branching from Dike 8 is a smaller one three centimeters thick.
This smaller dike and many others which range in thickness from that
of a mere film to five centimeters appear similar to the smaller dikes
of the Rockwall area, northeastern Texas. With regard to the latter,
the writer (1950, p. 143) reported:
The secondary [smaller] dikes are all of sandstone. These developed
after the formation but before the cementation of the primary dikes. As
blocks of wall rock slumped toward the primary [larger] dikes, the sand
in these dikes flowed around them. By fiowage the mica flakes and marl
fragments became reoriented with their longer dimensions parallel to the
containing walls. Fragile shells of pelecypods were broken in the process,
although the fragments still lie together in the sandstone.

Slip Planes. Dike 14 is offset a distance of three feet along a horizontal slip plane (Plate 1, Fig. 2). This plane is marked by a silt bed,
above and below which the claystone contains elongate and horizontally oriented blebs of silt (Plate 2, Fig. 2). These blebs of silt are
apparently derived from the silt bed along which the dike is offset.
This dike shows an internal structure that suggests flowage. Also,
pelecypod valves within this dike are oriented vertically with the concave sides toward the containing walls. Along the slip plane between
the offset parts of this dike there is a layer of dike sand about ten
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Fig. 2. Grain size analysis curves. A, samples from Dike 12, Elm Creek, ~cLennan County. B, samples from the upper sand member of the Pepper formation,
Nors Bluff on Alligator Creek, Hill County.
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inches thick. This layer also shows an internal structure suggesting
flowage and likewise contains pelecypod valves oriented parallel to
the containing walls, in this case horizontal. Since the dike itself is
only eighteen or twenty inches thick, and since the dike shows no
excessive thinning near the level of the slip plane, the flow of sand
from the dike into this slip plane must have been due to a general
compression of a large part of the dike. Dike 1 is upwardly truncated
by a similar slip plane. This dike shows no internal structure suggesting flowage. Also, there is no dike sand along this slip plane. Apparently this dike was not subjected to as much compression as was
Dike 14.
Intra-stratal Crumpling. At several localities, some of which are
indicated on the map on Elm Creek (Fig. 1), intra-strata} crumpling of beds is present (Plate 2, Fig. 1).
Isolated Rolls and Spiral Rolls. Near Dike 1 there are both isolated
rolls and spiral rolls of silt. The spiral rolls are within the silt bed
which marks a slip plane. The isolated rolls of silt are within the claystone, both above and below this silt bed.
Bedding Adjacent to Dikes. Bedding planes in the shale adjacent
to Dike 14 dip toward the dike at angles of approximately 15 degrees.
The post-depositional flowage within the dike, along with the compression which caused the flowage, are probably responsible for the
contortion of these beds.
Possible Source Sand. The only sand found near the area similar
to the dike sands is exposed 6.5 miles north of the Elm Creek dike
area. This sand is indistinguishable from that of the dikes except in
the rate at which it grades upwardly. The grading of this sand stratum through a vertical distance of one foot is equivalent to the grading within the dikes through a vertical distance of five or six feet
(Figs. 2A and 2B). This sand is absent in the area of the dikes, presumably as a result of erosion prior to the transgression of the Eagle
Ford sea. Six and one-half miles north of the dike area, this sand
stratum is well exposed on Nors Bluff on Alligator Creek, Hill County.
At the latter locality this sand is the uppermost member of the
Pepper formation.
ORIGIN OF THE DIKES
Most so-called tension cracks in soft rock are closed. This is true
because these cracks are tensional only relative to other forces. Vertical tension cracks can be produced by the loading of sediments;
however, these cracks will not open. An open tension crack in soft
rock is necessarily due to a truly tensional force, which is frequently
produced by gravity. That the large cracks in which sand was later to
accumulate were formed by submarine slumping is indicated by the
presence in the Pepper shale of intrastratal crumplings, slip planes,
spiral rolls, isolated rolls, and small elongate blebs of silt within the
claystone above and below beds of siltstone.
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The uniformity in the trends of the dikes of the entire area indicates a uniformity in the directions of stress. Thus the slumping was
moved
no haphazard adjustment process. Rather, the formation
largely as a single mass in a single direction.
With respect to manner of origin the elastic dikes themselves are
of two types, here designated as primary and secondary: the primary
dikes formed by deposition of marine sediments in submarine cracks;
secondary dikes formed by injection into adjacent cracks of materials
derived from primary dikes.
That the primary dikes were formed by the filling of submarine
cracks is indicated by their content of horizontally oriented pelecypod
valves, fragments of shale and lignite, and also by the location of a
higher
sandstone of strikingly similar lithology at a stratigraphically
distance
vertical
a
through
occurs
which
grading
the
That
position.
of one foot in this bed of sand occurs also over a vertical distance of
five or six feet in the sand of the dikes indicates that the rate of
accumulation of sand in the dikes was five or six times greater than
that of the bed from which it was probably derived. As the sediments
which were later to compose the dikes settled within the cracks, fragments of shale were occasionally dislodged from the walls of the
cracks and also settled to the bottom.
After the cracks were filled, slumping continued. Thus dikes were
offset by slip planes, and by compression and shear were contorted in
varying degrees. As a result of this contortion some dikes contain
pelecypod valves oriented parallel to the containing walls. The secondary dikes developed after the formation but before the cementation
of the primary dikes. As the slumping of the Pepper shale continued,
sand of the primary dikes flowed into cracks
the water-saturated
created thereby and thus formed these intrusive dikelets. The upper
sand member from which the dike sands were originally derived was
removed from the area of the dikes before the lower beds of the Eagle
Ford were deposited.
In conclusion, the elastic dikes of the Pepper shale are, like most
of those elsewhere in the Gulf Series of Texas, considered to be a
result of submarine slumping and sedimentation. The same forces
which caused the initial cracks served later to obscure most of the
features which would have made obvious .the depositional origin of
the dikes.
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PLATE 1
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SANDSTONE

DIKES

Fig. 1. Dike 8
Fig. 2. Dike 14

PLATE 2
FEATURES

ASSOCIATED

WITH

DIKES

Fig. 1. Crumpling within the shale beds of the Pepper formation near Dike 15.
Fig. 2. Blebs of silt within the claystone near a slip plane adjacent to Dike 14.
Photograph is of a polished section impregnated with plastic.
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